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The National Society of High School Scholars
Atlanta Christmas 2017 Member Event
Cobb Galleria Center, Grand Ballroom
2 Galleria Pkwy SE, Atlanta, GA 30339
Saturday, December 2, 2017, Noon

“LOVE SWEET LOVE”
#5 “Love Sweet Love” … Keynote Speech by Claes Nobel
Co-Founder & Chairman, The National Society of High School Scholars
Founder & Chairman, United Earth
Co-Founder & Chairman, In Unison

“LOVE and GOOD EARTH” … to you all!
Esteemed, Very Smart NSHSS Members, Distinguished
Teachers and Strategic Partners, Most Important Sponsors,
Dear Parents, Families and Friends, I am delighted to see you
all … thank you for being here.
I am quite sure you never heard a greeting phrase like
“LOVE and GOOD EARTH” before … and much less so … as an
opening phrase for a speech or classroom lesson.
You see “LOVE & GOOD EARTH” are the four nutshell
words that I and my World Transformation colleagues are
using as a common greeting phrase.
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Instead of saying “Hi”… “Hello” … “How Do You Do”
…“Good Morning” … “Goodbye” and so on, we say: “LOVE &
GOOD EARTH”. We do so because we want to change the
world from what it is into what it cold and should be.
We want to constantly remind all humanity that is better
to have a “GOOD EARTH“ than the opposite of having: A SICK
UGLY WORLD.
Ancient ALCHEMISTS are historically renown for their
secret efforts of seeking to find a method to transform lead
into GOLD. Kilns and hot fire were used.
Today, in a similar way as the alchemists, a great
multitude of people worldwide is openly seeking to
transform human minds, now steeped into hate and fear, into
the opposite by having GOLDEN HEARTS of LOVE.
Now, dear audience! Please listen … kindly listen very
carefully! In my keynote speech of today, I will outline a righton, most potent and divinely timely plan, for Genuine World
Betterment.
It is a mindboggling World Transformation Concept …
solidly based on finding an elegant solution to the most
pressing, frighteningly difficult and confusing world reality
of today.
It is A NEW MAGNA CARTA for GLOBA SURVIVAL. It is a
VISION that holds the Hope of Changing the World from what
it is … into what it could and should be.
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You see, for the sake of launching A Great, Genuine World
Transformation, I intend to “IMPLANT” into your hearts “The
Golden Seeds … of LOVE.” The name of my speech is: “LOVE
SWEET LOVE.” I will show you the absolutely best way to:
Universal Peace for the World … and for Great Personal
Happiness to YOU … and to …your loved ones.
I will tell you nothing but The Naked, Unvarnished
TRUTH! Therefore, take my words to heart when I say: “Earth
and Humanity are today suffering immensely … and
needlessly.”
Consequently, during this NSHSS, Christmas 2017
Member Event … we will together “Right Now” and “Right
Here”… from the Grand Ballroom of the Cobb Center in
Atlanta, GA, start to “Change The World.” OK!
Yes, we will together seek to significantly heal both Earth
and Humanity by unleashing “The Immense, Divine Power of:
… Pure, Sweet LOVE.” This power unquestionably is the
Mother-Load of all great Powers in the Universe. OK! Now …
come along for a tantalizing ride!
You my dear NSHSS Members are here today in this
audience … for only one reason … for one reason only. Which
is: You are “Very Smart”.
Now, on the subject of being SMART … when I was a kid …
and I tell you … that was quite a while ago … there was a
phrase saying: “It is smart to believe … only “HALF” … of what
you hear.” Have you heard that one before? Y/N? Let me hear!
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Well, from this moment … I want you to be much more …
than being Very Smart. I want you to be: “ABSOLUTELY
BRILLIANT.” And that means … to believe only in: “THE
RIGHT HALF” ... “THE CORRECT HALF.” OK! Do you see my
point?
As you can see from our program … the motto of NSHSS
is: “LEARN, LEAD … CHANGE THE WORLD.” I think our motto
should be known … and practiced worldwide. Both our world
and society badly needs a massive, immediate change! The
NSHSS clarion-call-motto shows the commendable way of
how to best cultivate: LOVE, LIFE and HAPPINESS.
In turbulent, chaotic times, like the ones we presently
have worldwide, the NSHSS motto shows The Best and Safest
Way To Our “DIGNIFIED SURVIVAL.” Therefore, with all the
emphasis I have at my command … I state:
“Dear Audience: … Be brave! Be truthful! Do not be fooled
or afraid of Bullies, Self-seekers and Demagogues. Like ugly
weeds in A Garden of Eden … the world is full of them! Be
Super Vigilant! Dare face The Naked Truth!
Therefore, please … always listen attentively … to the
Silent Inner Voice of Your Heart! It will guide you properly. It
always speaks … The Truth of Truths. Have no doubt … The
Golden Thoughts, Words and Language of your HEART ... of
your LOVE … shall set you FREE.”
Almost to the point of a deafening nuisance, I can hear
how “The Voice of My Heart”… “Right Now” … roars in my
chest. Yes, it shouts … it ceaselessly S-C-R-E-A-M-S:
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“The Third Millennium “SURVIVAL CRISIS” is here!”
To halt and to reverse this ugly, manmade Monster Crises
… we have to tap into, we have to, so to say, to harness, New,
so far never used Mega-Transformative Forces for Genuine,
Assured World Betterment.
As we speak about Earth and our future, and the great need
for massive change, the words of an acclaimed US politician from
the State of Illinois come to mind. The late Governor Adlai
Stevenson said: “Man is a strange animal … he generally … cannot
see the handwriting on the wall … until his back is up against it.”
Ladies and Gentlemen, from the huge video-screen behind
me, Absorb, Imprint in Your Heart … and Please Never Forget,
what the 70-foot-high, red, day-glow, flashing message screams:

”Humanity Change or Perish!”
”Humanity Change or Perish!”
”Humanity Change or Periish!”
This is a Red Alert Warning! Does it register with your
hearts … and minds? Yes? No? Let me Know! GOOD!
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Because, you see, for the sake of launching and materializing
quick, massive World Transformation the entire world urgently
needs the powerful, enthusiastic and persuasive help of “YOU.”
Yes, specifically of “YOU” … the well-educated youth of the
world! Also, please, take comfort in the fact that an ancient
Proverb eloquently states:
“Where there is no vision … THE

PEOPLE PERISH.”

With their hearts deeply steeped in sadness, legions of
people worldwide are noticing … that today … at this critical
time in human history … the world has no Unifying Vision. We
are divided against ourselves!
Consequently, … I hope humanity soon shall gain a “New
World View”. A New World View that fosters GLOBAL
CIVILITY and holds THE GOLDEN HOPE … to dispel worldwide
all ugly, sickening acts of war, hate, violence and terrorism.
A World View that fosters CIVILITY and The Cultivation of
Love and Virtue. My colleagues and I, we pray for the genesis
of this New World View to come soon … and to work in the
same miraculous manner as … when sunshine dispels
morning fog.
Yes … The Present Crisis is staring us right in the face. It
is extremely severe! It is Worldwide! The Ongoing Collapse of
Civilization and Environment is rampant! You can see it
everywhere! Yes, indeed … we, the human race, must Change
“RIGHT NOW" … or … we will perish!
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Hear this! Exactly two years ago … the now living …
ABSOLUTELY MOST “BRILLIANT” MAN on EARTH, the British
Theoretical Physicist and Cosmologist Stephen Hawking’s
stated: “If we don’t change … Earth and Humanity are headed
for … A Catastrophic Ending.”
Yes, Ladies and Gentlemen, together … In Unison …we
have to Change The World … and the way it is heading. We
have to change it 180 degrees. Once and for all, we have to rid
humanity of its sickening, self-destructing, acts of:
Hate, Violence, Crime, Terrorism, Wars, Shooting,
Stabbing, Barbaric Beheadings, Rape, Megalomaniac Ethnic
Cleansing and Senseless, Greedy Environmental Destruction.
I like to illustrate the present, disastrous world condition as
follows: Think of a huge herd of buffalos stampeding, full speed
ahead towards a deep abyss … like the Grand Canyon in Arizona.
Without change of direction they will fall over the rim … crushed
to death. Goodbye … beautiful buffalos!
In order to survive … they must “CHANGE” Direction. If
they change direction say by 45º they would only somewhat delay
the moment of disaster … if they change course 90º … then they
are surviving, but they are still flirting with the likelihood of
involuntary suicide on the slippery slope of disaster.
For humanity time is running short … but we can still pull
back from the edge of global disaster. HOW? How, do we do that?
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Real Change, Real Improvement and Real Happiness comes
only about, for both our imaginary buffalos and for A Humanity
at Risk, when we change direction fundamentally … when we slow
down our present mad, blind stampede towards oblivion. For
humanity that means: A Change of Direction of at least 100º.
Additionally, particularly here in USA … to once and for
all … we have to rid the nation of Rampant Drug Abuse and
The Horrific, Crazy Killings of Police Officers and Black Kids.
It is a National Disgrace!
As I just said … together, today, “Right Here” and “Right
Now” … we will start to change the world by unleashing “The
IMMENSELY Powerful Power of … LOVE.”

To declare and to live under the aegis of Universal Peace,
which visionary ideal is based upon LOVE and EARTH ETHICS,
should be the foremost, most noble and most self-evident
activity of all humans … and of all soverign nations.
Let us have the moral fortitude to cease foolish, myopic,
wars and further senseless acts of confrontation in: Religion,
Politics, Economy and Trade. They only divide humanity, ruin
the environment … and cause deep-rooted, needless suffering
to innocent people.
Furthermore, we have to rid the world of the ugly mind
monsters of: Greed, Ignorance, Selfishness, Lust for Power
and Vain Vanity. Let us abolish these age-old stupidities!
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Let us rise to our full human potential by becoming
CIVILIZED. Let us worldwide reject Barbarianism, Despotism
and Totalitarianism! May that kind of lunacy be replaced by
the healing powers of LOVE, Reconciliation and Universal
Peace! So, exactly … what constitutes Universal Peace?

“UNIVERSAL PEACE”
By Claes Nobel

Universal Peace stands for much more than The
Mere Absence of War. It stands for THE TOTALITY
of PEACE, which means:
1. Peace within ourselves. Peace with our
thoughts and feelings. Peace with our
emotions. … Having “Peace of Mind.”
2. Peace in our Personal Family. Peace with
Neighbors and Colleagues. Peace in Workplace
and Community. Peace among Nations.
3. Peace with People … of other cultures,
ethnicity, race, religion, gender, age and
political/social affiliation.
4. Peace with The Environment. How we treat,
LOVE … and RESPECT: The Flora, The Fauna, The
Water, The Air and The Soil.
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5. UNIVERSAL PEACE means to absorb into body,
mind and “SOUL“… the wondrous, life-giving,
soothing calmness and balance … exuding from
quality time spent in SILENCE and SOLITUDE with
Animals, Flowers and Trees … with Wilderness
and Nature.
6. UNIVERSAL PEACE means to have Peace with
God. Peace with Allah. Peace with The Infinite,
Eternal, MEGA-INTELLIGENT ENERGY of “DIVINE
LOVE” that created … and continuously creates …
The Universe.
7. The Best and Safest Way to establish
UNIVERSAL PEACE is to zealously conduct Life
and Living in The Glorious Sign of: PURE,
UNCONDITIONAL “LOVE” … like the beautiful,
unselfish “LOVE” a mother has for her child.
Have no doubt … together: “We-Can” Co-create World
Harmony and Universal Peace. We can do so by tapping into
the following major World Transformation Powers of:
1. Youth Empowerment
2. Women Empowerment
3. Universal Peace
4. Earth Ethics Education
5. The Seven Rights
6. THE ABUNDANT ENERGY of: DIVINE, UNSELFISH LOVE
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Dear friends: “Humanity is one family … we are all
brothers and sisters.” So, let us together RIGHT HERE
& RIGHT NOW start flooding the world with: “LOVE
SWEET LOVE” FOR ONE ANOTHER… AND FOR MOTHER
EARTH.
Most every honest and caring person in the world
are today asking themselves: WHY … WHY is violence
and terrorism and the many scores of horrible
atrocities so suddenly and so constantly flooding our
schools, our communities, our nations, our entire world
… WHY, WHY?
What is happening? Is there a reason … is there a
common root cause … and … is there a solution? Has
the entire world gone absolutely stone crazy? How and
when can we ever have: “Peace on Earth?
The Naked Truth and Answer is: We are reaping the
devilish results of: WRONG THINKING and WRONG
DOING. The root cause of these ongoing human
inadequacies is our Long-Standing and Fundamental
Lack of LOVE … of PURE, SWEET LOVE … and our Total
Lack of … Worldwide Education in the character
shaping subject of “EARTH ETHICS.”
Consequently, the solution to alleviate most all of
human, contemporary misery is to Practice Pure, Sweet
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Love … and to Educate The Children, The Youth, The
Adults and The Leaders of The World in The Sublime
Subject of EARTH ETHICS. So … what is EARTH ETHICS?

“EARTH ETHICS”
By Claes Nobel

1. EARTH ETHICS is an apolitical, non-religious, allinclusive, Unifying World Philosophy a “New World
View“ created for the purpose of guiding and advancing
the human race to its full benign potential.
2. EARTH ETHICS addresses the way we humans, on an
individual and collective basis, rightly treat and
manage our minds, our bodies, our attitudes, our
thinking, our beliefs, our feelings and our emotions. It
teaches us how to become good, kind communicators …
and good, active listeners. Listen With Your Loving
Heart!
3. EARTH ETHICS is about how we humans interact with
and relate to: our family, friends and associates. It is
about our respect, right behavior and right relationship
to other cultures, religions, races, and sovereign
nations. It is about tolerance, patience, dignity and
kindness extended to minority groups and to people of
other ethnic and social backgrounds. Practice Love &
Charity!
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4. EARTH ETHICS is about our interacting and right
relationship with all Nature. That means how we
rightly Treat, Respect and Bond with the environment,
the flora, the fauna, the air, the soil and the water. Are
we humans: The Destroyers or The Preservers of
Nature?
5. EARTH ETHICS is about Reverence For Life &
Reverence For The Creative Power in The Universe.
6. It is about our exploring, better understanding, and
our best efforts given … to align ourselves in
Compassionate TRUST with … The Eternal, Infinite and
Ever So Enchanting Energy of Love and Creativity
constantly exuding from the Mega Intelligent Universe.
7. EARTH ETHICS constitutes the spellbinding,
abundant “Highest Level od Consciousness” … which
entity many of us call …“GOD.”
8. EARTH ETHICS is solidly founded upon the
everlasting core values of: Love, Wisdom, Compassion,
Altruism, Patience, Kindness, Honesty Trust and Truth.
9. Earth Ethics is like a kind of fertile soil where a
civilized humanity can Cultivate The Culture of Peace.
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10. By having EARTH ETHICS jointly created by leaders
in education, religion, politics, business, and by scores
of individuals and organizations of original thoughts,
open minds and compassionate hearts, coming from all
over the world, it holds the hope of becoming: The
Timely Third Millennium Catalyst and “New World
View” for Global Transformation to Universal Peace on
Earth.
11. EARTH ETHICS is: A Blueprint for advancing
worldwide “Quality of Life for All Forms of Life”. It is a
“New Educational Curriculum” solidly based upon,
Morale, Character, Virtue, Truth and Love … like the
unselfish LOVE a mother has for her child.
12. EARTH ETHICS teaches right human conduct and
behavior in order to create: Genuine .Great Happiness,
Universal Peace, World Kindness and Lasting
Sustainability for Earth and Humanity and to foster
True, Unselfish LOVE.”
Deep in their hearts, most humans possess, The Divine
Seeds of LOVE. Unfortunately, this profoundly creative power
… the power of LOVE ENERGY … also nowadays often called
“The Truth Frequency” is in short currency.
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Nevertheless, without a moments delay, we will together,
Right Here and Right Now tap into the absolutely
exhilarating, healing powers of: “LOVE, SONG & MUSIC.” OK!?
We will do so with the help of the mind-transforming
vibes of a 50-year-old song created and launched by singer
Jackie De Shannon and composer Burt Bacharach.
As a unified group of LOVE … we will now do so together
… in order to launch: “The Great, New, World Betterment
Initiative … for The Dignified Survival of Earth and
Humanity.”The lyrics of the “Love Song“ will now appear on
the big Video screen behind me. My dear Atlanta University
ACAPPELLA Choir, could you now please come up to the
podium!
The ACAPPELLA Singers will perform and conduct you.
Yes, they will conduct “YOU” … THIS VERY AUDIENCE, which
means … all of you good people in front of me … who just now,
by my personal appointment, are being promoted to and
appointed as: “THE GREAT ATLANTA 2017 WORLD
BETTERMENT CHOIR.” Yes! Yes! We “ARE All” … going to sing
together! OK!?
Now, to all you good Earthlings and Human Angels in this
great hall, I kindly request: “Please stand up … please stand
up, … hold hands … spread your wings like this… and sing
together with the ACAPPELLA COIR and me the grippingly,
beautiful song of: “What The World Needs Now … Is LOVE
SWEET LOVE.” The lyrics of the song will appear on the big
video screen behind me.
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Together we will pump Love and Feel-Good Endorphin
for: The Timely World Betterment Movement … and The
Great, Sweeping Wave of: Kind, Benign, Peacefull World
Transformation. OK! OK!
Sing loud and clear! May the whole world hear the
compassionate voices of our loving hearts! Here we go! Here
we go! All of you … Sing with the ACAPPELLA CHOIR and me!
Here we go! One! Two! Three!

“What The World Needs Now”
“What the world needs now is
“LOVE SWEET LOVE”
It's the only thing that there's just too little of.
What the world needs now is “LOVE SWEET
LOVE” No, not just for some … but for everyone.
Lord, we don't need another mountain
There are mountains and hillsides
enough to climb.
There are oceans and rivers enough to cross
Enough to last 'till the end of time.
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What the world needs now is “LOVE SWEET LOVE”
It's the only thing that there's just too little of
What the world needs now is “LOVE SWEET LOVE”
No, not just for some but for everyone.
Lord, we don't need another meadow
There are cornfields and wheat fields enough to
grow
There are sunbeams and moonbeams enough to
shine
Oh, listen, lord, if you want to know
What the world needs now is
“LOVE SWEET LOVE”
It's the only thing that there's just too little of
What the world needs now is
“LOVE SWEET LOVE”
No, not just for some, oh, but just for everyone.
“WOW!” Thank you! Thank you! Feels good! Right? Yes!
Yes! Now, there is genuinely GOOD HOPE and GOOD NEWS for
having a “GOOD EARTH.”
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Ladies and Gentlemen, I urge you all: From this golden
moment … please, conduct and Live your life guided by The
Divine God-Essence of LOVE. By so doing you will soon
discover that LOVE & EARTH ETHICS might become more lifeimportant to you … than your most trusted friends … or
money in the bank.
I fully agree with the French Paleontologist and Jesuit Priest,
Pierre Teillard de Chardin, when he said: “The day will come …
when, after harnessing space, the winds, the tides, and gravitation,
we shall Harness for God … The Energies of LOVE. And on that
day … for the second time in the history of the world … we shall
have discovered fire.”
Furthermore, at this time, we should be brave … and dare
ask ourselves this absolutely horrific question:

“Is the fuse of WWIII, possibly a nuclear war …
now in the process of being lit?”
For God’s sake … we must not allow that to take place! If
that Super-Foolishness of Human Stupidity happens … then
humanity will be plunged back into the dark ages.
So truthfully … Mahatma Gandhi said:
“The principle of: “An Eye for An Eye” … will someday make
the whole world blind.”
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As you know, our species is named Homo sapiens … the
knowing, wise man. Now, in view of our many technical and
medicinal breakthroughs, some scientists suggest we should
be called … Homo sapiens, sapiens … the doubly wise man.
Well, in view of the many Horrific World Atrocities of our
times … which all are caused by us humans … I think these
scientists are dead wrong. … A more appropriate name would
be: “Homo stupidus, stupidus.”
Even one of the smartest scientists of our time, Dr. Albert
Einstein, recipient of the 1921 Nobel Prize in Physics, and
best known for his development of The Theory of Relativity
and Quantum Mechanics, fully agrees with me when he said:
“The Universe and Human Stupidity … are infinite.
And I am not so sure … about the Universe.”
Now, in an “Educational, Best-Practice-Manner” I will give
you the really most potent “WORLD BETTERMENT REMEDY”
of all. It is a powerful, fail-proof prescription for Universal
Peace, Environmental Sustainability and Great Personal
Happiness. It is Good Medicine … for A Sick World.
In honor of my relative Dr. Alfred Nobel, I call it: “The
Dynamite Medicine.” When diligently and constantly used …
this stuff can … will … and shall “Change the World.” And, not
only that … it will also keep you out of jail. … How about that?
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This Peace Panacea … This World Betterment Remedy is
based on: “THE SEVEN RIGHTS.”

The easily remembered, self-evident “SEVEN
RIGHTS” constitute the brick and mortar of Earth Ethics
and Universal Peace. They constitute the rock-solid
foundation for having a Good Earth! They are much like a
Golden Key to Pure Love … as well as … a Divine Path to
Higher Levels of Consciousness. Consequently, they may
very well represent the heavenly, predestinated way to
obtain the “Good Earth” where we … the human race can
live in Peace and Harmony with each other and our lifegiving biosphere.
Here are THE SEVEN RIGHTS:

“THE SEVEN RIGHTS”
By Claes Nobel

1. Right Thought. Your mind is a dynamic “Master
Builder.” It creates reality! Dream lofty dreams!
Thoughts materialize! Everything in our universe,
in the world, in this building, in this room … yes,
even each and every person in this audience … it …
and you … all originated first in thought. Just think
about that!
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2. Right Word. Words are most powerful. Once a word
leaves your mouth … not even the strength of 10,000
elephants can pull it back again. Consequently:
Watch Your Tongue!
3. Right Deed. Stop talking … start walking! Let Love,
Dignity, Honor and “TRUTH” … be the noble
hallmarks of your character.
4. Right Attitude. Show Gratitude! Be patient! Smile,
laugh … and be: kind, positive & helpful to all.
Practice True Love! Be: A good listener! Listen with
your HEART!
5. Right Livelihood. Step lightly on the Earth! Leave
no footprints! Live Life Emblazed with: “Golden
Thoughts & Green Thumbs!”
6. Right Here. You do not have to go to the faraway
corners of the world. Start World Transformation
and World Betterment in your own community. Start
digging right in your own backyard! Dig Deep! You
might find diamonds!
7. Right Now. Do not procrastinate! No more excuses
like: … you have no time! Like: … you do not care.
Become an active and very busy person for World
Betterment and World Change.
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Ladies and Gentlemen! To have a Future Worth Having … or
not? That is Our Choice! By the Power of God we have been given
A FREE WILL. Together We Can Change The World! Take to
heart: “We are the ones … we have been waiting for.”
NOW BE FEARLESS!
LAUNCH THE “LOVE SWEET LOVE” DOMINO EFFECT!
• Yes! Go out in the world AND CHANGE IT!
• Challenge yourselves!
• Inspire others!
• Send copies of this “Love Sweet Love” speech to your friends,
to the media, to our lawmakers and to the world leaders. It is
posted on our website. Pay it forward!
Dear NSHSS Honor Scholars … please know this:
Humanity is One Family … we are all Brothers and Sisters.
Therefore, please listen very carefully to the two last pieces of
ADVICE from your Uncle Claes
My First Advice: “Your time on Earth is a loan.
Use it well!
In Heaven you shall account for each hour.”
My Second Advice: “In Your Cool Heads, Warm Hearts and
Strong, Caring Hands … rests the world’s finest and best hope
… for the Dignified Survival of Earth and Humanity. Be The
Movers and the Shakers, the Framers … of The New World!”
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So, once and for all … please: Learn to listen to the “Inner
Voice” … that always speaks in The Silence of Your Heart!
Yes, Listen to it! And … Follow it!
Finally in closing … and in order to successfully shape A
Future That Is Worth Having … the inspiring, last verses from
the American poet Max Ehrman’s classical prose-poem called
“DESIDERATA”... which means “Things To Be Desired. (Quote)

“You are a Child of the Universe.
No less than the trees and the stars;
You have a right to be here.
And whether or not it is clear to you,
No doubt ... the Universe is unfolding as it should.
Therefore, Be At Peace With God,
Whatever you conceive Him to be.
And whatever your labors and aspirations,
In the noisy confusion of Life,
Keep Peace with Your Soul.
With all its sham, drudgery, and broken dreams,
It is still ... A Beautiful World.
Be cheerful! Be happy!” (End of quote)
May it so be! THANK YOU! THANK YOU VERY MUCH!
And, “LOVE GOOD EARTH” … to You All!

***
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This speech or parts thereof may be published by other sources …
provided that proper attribution is given to the author Mr. Claes
Nobel. Bold text and underlining are: “Eye Magnets” … prepared
for presentation purpose. “Greyed Out” areas are eliminated
during presentation due to time restrictions.
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